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Drill the fixing
clips above and
on the lateral
jambs, as
indicated in the
picture, in the
same line.

INSTALLATION GUIDE

2 Insert the upper guide in
the clips..

Positionate the
lower guide on the
floor following the
vertical trajectory.

4 Positionate the closed
flyscreen between the
two guides, paying
attention that the sticker
UPSIDE is put in the
upright position. Also
positionate the side of
the stickers on the left
or on the right according
the side you want to
operate the flyscreen

Fit the wall
profile and the
sliding profile in
their clips
previously
screwed to the
jambs

WARNING

WARNING: the flyscreen is produced with wire ruler as per given dimensions.

If you have a different widht of the hollow compared to the width of the

flyscreen it is possible to regulate it by acting on the two wire regulators on

the sliding profiles as described here below.

WARNING: after assembling the flyscreen, to regulate the friction of the sliding profile, operate on the
upper and lower wire-rulers as described:

Activate the flyscreen an reach the wire ruler
in the wall profile.

Two shutters model

6 Lastly, screw the base of
the handle on the sliding
profile.

7 slide the handle
on its base. TO regulate the width unscrew the ruler and move it upwards or downwards.

Screw it again after use. Insert again the magnet holder.

In this way you reach
the wire-rulers terminals
which are into the wall
profile.
• To regulate the
upper wires act on the
upper wire-ruler by
unscrewing the screw
and moving it
downwards to add
tension to the wires or
upwards to loosen
tension.

Fix the screw after
regulation.

• To regulate
lower friction act on the
lower wire-ruler, follow
above instructions; to
tense wires move the
screw upwards.
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After installing the flyscreen,in the event of an inclination of the sliding
bars, act on the wire regulators as in the picture, following instruction
written beside
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